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Mercy Health St. Anne Hospital is a 123-bed community hospital 
in Toledo, Oh.  Mercy Health is the largest healthcare system in 

Ohio and also serves Kentucky

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just a little background, during most of this project I was the sole Infection Preventionist at Mercy Health St Anne, in Toledo, Ohio.  We are a 123 bed community hospital that serves only the adult population
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There has been a lot of response to the Safe Healthcare Blog post I did in November 2017 and it really drives home to me that c diff is a hot topic that a lot of people have been struggling with. There is not just one  single thing that you can point to and say this is the one thing that will change this. Our success required a multi-pronged approach. 



This was not the first time….
2013/2014 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One thing that I want to point out is that while we went 341 days without a hospital acquired c diff from July 2016 to July 2017 our journey started well before then.  In fact in 2013/2014 I helped with organizing the Ohio “I save lives” campaign which used a 3 legged stool concept that hand hygiene, environmental cleaning and antimicrobial stewardship together can reduce c diff.  We saw an increase in hand hygiene and more consistent cleaning of the environment however we never got a formal antimicrobial stewardship program running. So you can say that our 3 legged stool was a little wobbly!



Infection Prevention is never dull!!
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2015 Infection Prevention headlines

• Worst of flu season could be over
• CRE infections tied to dirty scopes - Olympus 

issues urgent update on how to clean scopes 
linked to CRE outbreak 

• Measles spread to 17 states 
• Ebola cases rise for the first time in 2015

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Meanwhile as the sole Infection Preventionist in my facility, 2015 started out as a busy year and anyone who was an IP during Ebola may remember how busy it was and while c diff was still monitored many other issues also needed attention.  Flu, measles and reprocessing of endoscopes were all in the headlines and required action but overall I felt I had things under control



Never assume…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I was in my office on July 30, 2015 when I saw a Becker’s Quality e-weekly email. I read the headline and clicked on the link.  I will be the first to admit I secretly wanted to know who were those 12 low performers. What I did not realize I would be on that list!



"What seems to us as bitter trials are 
often blessings in disguise.“

Oscar Wilde
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It did not take long for my phone to start ringing and I immediately called my QIO contact who was as stunned as I was.  I still can’t explain how they came to this conclusion but I can tell you I got a crash course in explaining HAI data to every level of administration and the local media attention was brutal.  But it did have a positive end result
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now Media attention is never fun but the one thing it did was commit the entire hospital to changing the perception that we were one of the worst hospitals in preventing infections.  My administration was amazing and had supported Infection Prevention efforts before this but now even more support was needed.  Working with the QIO in my state of Ohio we did our TAP report and used the TAP strategies to target our areas of need.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to take a moment to encourage you to get on the CDC website and explore all the resources if you have not done so already.  There are resources for  many areas of Infection Prevention including tool kits and best practice guidelines
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Under the toolkit section there are tools and checklists for many areas including evaluating environmental cleaning which I used when I was looking for prevention strategies



Target – Assess – Prevent (TAP) 
Strategies

https://www.cdc.gov/hai/prevent/tap.
html
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So if you have never gone to the TAP strategies page on the CDC website I would highly encourage you to do that.  I have included the link on the top of the slide but you can also search cdc TAP strategies and find the page as well.  On the left you will see the TAP implementation guides for CAUTI, CDI and CLABSI.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you scroll down you will see the sections separated and the resources available.  The first section is Target.  You can find Information on how to run TAP reports in NHSN to determine the number of  infections you need to eliminate to meet a goal.  Of course we all want zero but Many people run these to see how many infections need to be eliminated to meet VBP  goals 



Running your TAP report in NHSN
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To start you will need to generate a new data set by choosing generate data sets just above the reports option.  This ensures all your data is included in your TAP report.  Once your data sets are up to date you will go to reports and scroll down to find the TAP reports.  Select your facility type then choose the CDI option. Again there are detailed instructions on the CDC website for this.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The report will look like this.  You want to check and make sure the info listed is correct as things like facility type and affiliation can affect your predicted results.  So in this example the facility is an ACH  with a medical school affiliation with 354 beds and 60059 patient days for the time period. If this was your facility and you realize that the number of beds or pt days etc was not correct  you would need to correct these in your annual survey or monthly summary, generate new data sets and run the report again to get an accurate reduction target.   This hospital had 61 HO CDI on a predicted of 55.034 so to meet the target they selected – which was the HHS goal of 0.7 their facility CAD or the cumulative attributed difference to meet their goal is 22.48.   Remember you cant have .48 CDI and 22 would not get you to your goal so you have to round up to 23 to meet your target. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just a quick side note  on TAP reports.  The CDI report gives you the number the facility needs to reduce but this slide shows an example of a CAUTI TAP report.  In the CAUTI and CLABSI TAP reports you get the Cumulative attributable difference for the facility as well  as a goal for each unit reported.  This allows you to focus your prevention efforts on the units that have the highest room for improvement.  In this case it would be the SICU and Neuro unit.  These are the 2 units where reduction efforts will give you the most bang for your buck.  But do not ignore your other units, for instance the last unit -6s had less CAUTI than expected  so they may have good practices that could be spread to the other units
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For CDI you can look at which units have HO cases by running a line list.   Line lists are found under the analysis portion in NHSN. And the CDI line list is found under the LabID events link.   You may find it easier if you modify the format of the report to be shown in excel so you can sort and filter the data.  NHSN has an instruction guide on their webpage on how to modify reports if you need help with this
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the excel line list that I ran from NHSN for 2015 and I have sorted it to group by unit and then to show HO first.  It appears I need to focus my efforts in the Progressive and ICU units which happen to be the 2 units on the first floor of my hospital.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So back to the CDI TAP report.  Now we know how many CDI we need to reduce to hit our goal and possibly which units we need to focus on but how do we actually reduce CDI?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This takes us to the A or assess portion of the TAP strategy.  There are assessment tools to assess your hospitals practices related to CDI.  The facility assessment should be completed by as many people in as many departments as possible including frontline nurses, administration, physicians, EVS and support staff like dietary and radiology, respiratory and physical therapy – even volunteers - really think about all the people who may interact with a patient while in the hospital.  The Lab tool and the stewardship tool are only completed once by the person in charge of that area and could be the lab manager or director  and clinical pharmacist or champion for stewardship.  This assessment portion can take awhile to complete and can be labor intensive but it really will help find your gaps.  The current tools also have the ability to be emailed and returned electronically or you can print hard copies and distribute at meetings or during rounds.  Currently only the CLABSI assessment has a survey  monkey option but I anticipate the CAUTI and CDI tools will be updated with survey monkey in the future.  You can also reach out to NHSN to help compile the data.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
After you have gathered your assessments and sorted the data = you may be surprised at the results.  Areas where you believe your facility is doing a good job- areas you have educated on  over and over may still be a problem.  Say you see responses from radiology or lab staff saying they do not use bleach to clean equipment taken into a c-diff room – were they even aware this is the policy?  Do you include all departments in process changes or do you just educate nurses and assume everyone else will follow along?    Or you may uncover what I call task mentality- doing something just to check the box complete without using critical thinking. For instance I discovered that staff were giving laxatives or enemas to patients in order to obtain a stool sample because “quote” the doctor ordered a specimen but the patient wasn’t having bowel movements.  So Rather than questioning why c-diff testing is being ordered on a patient who does not meet criteria of 3 watery stools in 24 hours they were doing whatever was necessary to complete the task =  Needless to say much education was done on appropriate specimen collection!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which brings us to the P or prevention section.  When you click on the link for TAP CDI Implementation Guide you will find resources for the prevention of CDI and these are further broken down in to categories related to antibiotic stewardship, lab practices, environmental cleaning etc.  And this is where we get back to my story



Turns out we needed more than 3
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For St Anne hospital it turns out our wobbly 3-legged stool from 2014 needed a little more support.  Using the assessment tools we identified our gaps, and used some of the prevention resources on the TAP  strategies site.  During this time I also watched a webinar that did a nice job of putting all aspects of CDI prevention into 5 bundles.  This helped us group our prevention strategies by department and each department manager spearheaded their area of focus and reported back to the larger group.  I can’t stress enough how important it is to have support from your C-suite and I believe it should be the first pillar of this bundle.  Back in 2014 the clinical pharmacist at my facility and I attempted a version of antimicrobial stewardship but without administrative support it was not what it should have been.  We began a formal ASP in 9/2015 with full administrative support and leadership, and because many of the key stakeholders are at The stewardship meeting we take part of the meeting to review all cases of HAI CDI and update our prevention strategies in that forum.The other “leg of the stool” missing in 2014 was the Lab - When we invited Lab to the discussion we had our first AHA moment.  PCR testing has been done at our facility since 2009 but there was never an understanding of the test and the implications until we involved lab in the group.  Many doctors were not even aware that we used PCR and were ordering serial stools, ordering repeat tests if first test was negative  and sending “tests of cure” , meanwhile nurses did not understand how and when to collect stool – often sending formed stool or giving enemas or laxatives in order to collect specimens. Even in the lab, despite policies, technicians were running formed stool or repeating tests too soon.  Lab helped educate staff and physicians and audited specimens for appropriateness.  Also because we use a regional off site lab for our testing we discovered that lab was holding specimens and running only Monday – Friday on first shift so if a specimen did not arrive in time for the Friday run it was not tested until Monday which prolonged the time to identify CDI, increase the time  the patient was in isolation and delayed treatment if the test was positive. The lab now runs CDI testing twice a day – 7 days a week



Practice Bundle
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Practice bundle was another focus and involved screening all patients for c diff risk factors on admission, placing all patients with diarrhea in isolation immediately and adding a Contact- Enteric Precautions sign to identify rooms where gowns/ gloves and soap and water hand hygiene were required. One thing that we learned was our CDI screening tool was actually too  sensitive and directed staff to send stool based only on patient report of diarrhea without asking clarifying questions such as recent antibiotic use, the consistency of the stool or if this was an abnormal bowel pattern for the patient.  By revising the screening tool and using the pediatric Bristol scale to educate on which types were appropriate for c diff testing.  Staff can assess a patient for risk factors before assuming a patient has c diff.  Many patients will c/o diarrhea but when you question deeper what they are calling diarrhea is really not.  And  while it seems weird to some patients when you ask if their stool is the more like corn on the cob or porridge – there is not denying you have a visual of whether that stool is appropriate to send for testing.   
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In  November 2017 after our 3rd CDI for the quarter we also implemented a “2 RN identifier” which is a form the nurse is required to complete and verify with another nurse that the patient meets testing criteria and that the stool is in fact watery.  This form is used at every hospital in our system and has increased awareness of testing criteria and has the nurse think critically about other reasons for loose stool instead of going straight to c-diff as the reason.  There are various versions of testing algorithms in the CDI toolkit that you can use or modify to meet your needs.



Environment Bundle
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2015 We also began tracking on a hospital blueprint where c diff was occurring in our facility and realized many of both  the community and hospital acquired c diff patients spent some time in the ICU. This  lead us to re-evaluate the cleaning of our environment.  We did a deep cleaning of all areas of ICU including the nurses station, hand rails, and other touch surfaces . I would challenge you to look critically at every area for potential contamination.  For instance many of the patients with cdiff spent time in one particular ICU room.  This room was often used for patients who needed frequent interventions or monitoring as it is directly in sight of the nurses station. The linen cart is in an alcove and happens to be very close to that ICU room. As a group of us were touring the ICU to discuss cleaning requirements =  I asked my EVS manager when the last time the linen cart cover was laundered. He told me it had never been laundered as linen is clean so he did not think it needed to be.  Just as he said this a nurse leaves the ICU room with gloves on and pulls back the linen cart cover to grab more linen.  Needless to say I had a discussion with that nurse about wearing gloves outside of a patient room and her potential for contaminating items but we also implemented a facility wide protocol for laundering  linen cart covers!  During the assessment period  It also became apparent that the protocols we put in place in 2014 were not hardwired and key elements such as curtain changes were not being done consistently.  In addition we purchased a UV light in December of 2015 and began requiring bleach cleaning, curtain changes and UV lighting of all transfers and discharges of confirmed AND suspected CDI patients. 



People Bundle
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lastly the piece I believe was the key to our success and should be listed first was the people bundle and involvement of management and administration.  It truly was vital for sending a clear consistent message and holding everyone accountable.  We have a daily call each morning where every department reports any concerns and potentials for harm.  We required inpatient units to report the number of patients in c-diff precautions, how many are confirmed positive, which are awaiting stool collection and who  are  awaiting results and also if they are in the community-onset or hospital-onset period.  We also report the number of days since the unit’s last hospital acquired cdiff.  Each Tuesday I report the previous week’s hand hygiene compliance and compliance with isolation PPE by department



"Success is the sum of small efforts, 
repeated day-in and day-out." 

Robert Collier
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Quarter-YR SIR

3Q - 2015 1.516 Planning

3Q  - 2016
0.544

Implementation continued but still inconsistent

4Q - 2016 – 2Q 2017
0.00

Auditing and reinforcement of practice

2nd half 2017
0.594

SIR for all 2017 = 0.303

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The quarter before we started our interventions our SIR for CDI was 1.516Our 4th quarter 2015 SIR was 0.26 but we continued to have challenges that needed addressed as we continued to drill down.  In July 2016 just before our streak of 341 days began -  administration had unit stand downs with the CEO and CNO visiting each unit to set a clear message that eliminating CDI was a top priority  From July 28, 2016 until July 4, 2017 we did not have a HAI CDI.  And while we did not quite get to 365 days without a HAI CDI - our SIR for the year in 2017 was 0.303.  Since November 2017  St Anne has only had 1 HO CDI which was in January of this year and was  attributed to new staff not following the new 2 RN identifier form.  As of today we have gone - - - days without a HO CDI and even have one unit in our facility that opened in August 2014 that has never had a HO CDI on their unit



Thank you.

Questions???



Questions?

Caroline Stegeman, RN, BSN, MJ, ONC, CPHRM
Sr. Patient Safety Consultant

225-247-8014
carolinestegeman@lhatrustfunds.com

Stacie Jenkins, RN, MSN
Sr. Director of Quality & Patient Safety 

318-227-7206
staciejenkins@lhatrustfunds.com

Allison Rachal
Sr. Patient Safety Consultant

318-230-3272
allisonrachal@lhatrustfunds.com

mailto:michelleschouest@lhatrustfunds.com
mailto:staciejenkins@lhatrustfunds.com
mailto:allisonrachal@lhatrustfunds.com
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